ACROSS
1 Advertising place that’s nice to rent with meals (11)
7 Standard knock-back (3)
9 Tropical fruit has chap needing to use the toilet (5)
10 Queen has ultimate in Armani pince-nez spectacles for programmes like Pointless (4,5)
11 Make peace with cleric on unorthodox point (9)
12 Swift to blame retired detective (5)
13 Anxious and put out by endless fights (7)
15 Some angrily observe hooligans... (4)
18 ...beginning to make insults very loudly to offend (4)
20 Luke and Lee played an instrument (7)
23 Love to read new ‘Time Out’ (5)
24 Work too hard on cross in turned oak (9)
26 Boatman who’s dying welcomes lido trip (9)
27 Finally get Irish to pursue return of what belongs to them (5)
28 Old negative of central Manhattan in New York (3)
29 Revolutionary cutting equipment mostly made for a small cooking space (11)

DOWN
1 Many mourn EU’s abandonment (8)
2 Stick up flier about party’s last resolution (8)
3 Show off name on trophy (5)
4 Silence worker caught by exit injecting drug (2,5)
5 See a soldier long to advance to the front quickly (7)
6 Realised struggling to comprehend book is worthwhile (9)
7 Point about sport’s to inspire (6)
8 Live on the edge (6)
14 One who’s prepared to arrange help for traveller? (9)
16 Opening eastern border crossing’s urgent (8)
17 Half of menu has fat taken out with about a quarter suitable for vegetarians (4-4)
19 Shop has fine catalogue you’re regularly immersed in (7)
20 Discover parameters of unknown planet (7)
21 Clash with leader of group working with specialist language (6)
22 European nobleman’s unknown in part of the UK (6)
25 Put away final volume in neat order (5)
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